CSIR-NEIST celebrated the National Technology Day
The institute celebrated the National Technology Day with much enthusiasm at its premises
on 11 May 2018. It was a research and industry interface once again on this great occasion.
Dr R Ramaraj, Emeritus Scientist, Department of Chemistry, Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai,
delivered the Technology Day Lecture on ‘The great excitement of
nanotechnology’, it’s vast scope and uses, as Chief Guest while Mr S K Barua, Managing
Director, Numaligarh Refinery Limited as Guest of Honor delineated the areas in which NRL
could collaborate with NEIST.
“In the oil and gas sector we do not have much by way of research and development. We
should focus more in this area and this time some amount should be earmarked in this year’s
budget and a good R&D facility should be set up at NRL,” he said.
Mr Barua further announced that two weeks ago NRL had signed a joint venture agreement
with Finland based bio refining company Chempolis Dy Limited for setting up of the first bio
refinery in India at NRL.
The Refinery will produce bioethanol and by products forfural and acetic acid among others.
Another byproduct coal would be used for electrification at NRL. The biomass resources
would mostly be bamboo from which cellulose would be extracted to produce the ethanol.
“It is a huge project with a budget of Rs 1200 crore a lot of risk and we are working out what
we can provide to Chempolis. Maybe NEIST could be also involved in this project,” he said.
Mr Barua further said that they had Rs 10 crore start up fund and anybody wanting to start a
project could apply online as there was still time till May 15.
Last year out of 362 applications, 10 had been shortlisted and four were being funded, he
added. Barua enumerated the areas in which NRL could collaborate with NEIST including
separation of micro-crystalline sludge.
Dr Rararaj, on the other hand gave a detailed presentation on Nanotechnology and its uses in
industry, the remarkable dreams and fascinating promises.
Dr D Ramaiah, Director, CSIR-NEIST, in his welcome address said that the multidisciplinary
research lab had succeeded in translating technology to the users as its anti-arthritis cream
had made a pan India presence and several other technologies produced by NEIST were not
only being used in the State but had been transferred to entrepreneurs across the country.
“Last year was especially good with several technologies being transferred and this year
already 12 have been transferred and we are expecting 10 to be marketed soon,” he said.
Dr Ramaiah further said that there was need to accelerate the collaboration and cooperation
with industries so that they could make a difference jointly.
He related that they were already working with Oil India Limited for bio remediation of oil
spoilt land. Three technologies were transferred today, one bioorganic fertilizer and two
improved quality of lemon grass.

In the meeting the technology package of ‘Sufal – Bio-organic fertilizer’ developed by CSIRNEIST was handed over to to M/s Rishika Interior and Development Pvt. Ltd, Guwahati; and
the technology for high yielding Lmongrass variety ‘Jor Lab L-8’ was transferred to M/s
Mphinite Solution Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru & M/s Sukrit Ayurveda Pvt. Ltd., Ghaziabad. On this
occasion the institute observed the day as ‘Open Day’ and the institute was kept open for the
visits of general public. More than 100 students and teachers from different institute of Jorhat
and Dibrugarh visited the institute during the day.
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